Ensuring a Community Voice in Kidney Research

Wednesday, October 26, 2022 or Wednesday, November 9, 2022
5:30-7:00pm (1.5 hours) - Virtual Event

Who We’re Looking For:
• Community members who have kidney disease.
• Community members related to someone with kidney disease (ex: caregivers).
• Community members familiar with kidney disease.

What to Expect:
CHAT Sessions are virtual sessions that provide a space for community members to share their thoughts and perspectives with researchers about kidney disease and its impact on families and the community.

Goals:
• Introduce a new research project to better understand kidney disease and gather feedback from community members.
• Assess community member interest in joining a Community Advisory Board.

How to Join the Conversation:
Registration is required. Fill out the sign-up form https://redcap.link/MinnKPMP
Email our study team at MinnKPMP@umn.edu if you have any questions.

Compensation: $50 gift card for sharing your thoughts and experiences.